
Reference card

BASIC LOBO FUNCTIONS
Place label content
Start typing to enter text on the label canvas. 
Press Enter to move to the next line on a label. 
Choose from types of content (symbols, barcodes, 
sequences) by pressing the relevant function key*.

Label layouts
You can choose from label layouts that have 
smaller sections called cells. There are also 
vertical layouts available. Access layout templates 
by pressing the  key.

LABEL CREATION LESSON
The following lesson will walk you through 
making a simple label, shown right. It will also 
show you how to save and print the label. 

Use the keyboard to type the word POWER. 

The font in the label above is different than the default font, so it 
must be switched. Press the Font key. Use the  key to switch 
from the VisuSans font to Triumvirate. Press Enter. 

On the next screen, use the  to select Entire Label and then 
press Enter. This applies the font change to the entire label. 

Press Enter again. This moves the cursor to the next line and 
resizes the font size of the existing text.

Press the  key on the keyboard. Use the down arrow key to scroll 
through the symbol categories. Go to the category called Arrows, then 
press Enter. Use the direction arrows to move through the symbols. 
The  is in the top row, near the middle. Select it and press Enter. 

Save the label by pressing the File key and then selecting Save. 
Type LABEL1 and press Enter. 

Print the label by pressing the  key.

Control screen 
navigation

Label canvas navigation

Moves cursor between 
content fields

Moves cursor 
inside a text field

Moves to next cell in a 
multi-cell layout

 + 
Moves to previous cell

Moves to next label in 
a multi-label project

 + 
Moves to previous label

Move up and 
down menus

Accept 
changes

Change menu 
settings

 Exit out of a 
menu, cancel 

changes

Use this card to get started using the Lobo quickly, and as a long-term user reference. See the 
complete Lobo user guide for more operating instructions and troubleshooting tips. Call Graphic 
Products at 800.788.5572 or email support@graphicproducts.com with your questions.

*The other side of this card explains how the Lobo function keys work.
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REMINDER: Periodic cleaning is required for your Lobo’s operation, as 
adhesive and dust will build up during use. Clean the print head, print head shield, 
platen roller, and cutter blades with a provided cleaning swab, or with isopropyl 
alcohol and a soft cloth, after every 2-3 cartridges of supply. See your Lobo User 
Guide for details, or watch instructional videos at GraphicProducts.com/support.



Key functions Below are summaries of what the Lobo function keys do. To switch between menu options, 
use the left and right arrow keys. To exit out of a control screen, press the Esc key.

The other side of this card 
explains how to make a simple 
label and navigate the Lobo. 

800.788.5572 | DuraLabel.com

File  - File-related functions, such as creating, saving and 
opening a file.   

Symbol  - Choose from a library of safety and informational 
symbols.   

Layout  - Choose from label layouts with multiple cells.   

Label Length  - Select fixed label length or auto. 

Frame  - Put a border around a label or around label cells.   

Font  - Choose between two available fonts.

Font Size  - Change to fixed font size or auto font size.  

Font Options  - Text formatting options including bold, italics 
and underline. 

Text Align  - Text alignment options, including justification 
and line spacing.

Repeat Print  - Print multiple copies of labels. 

Bar Code  - Create a barcode. 

Sequence  - Create a sequence.

Time/Date  - Place a time/date field on the label. 

Print Options  - Printing options: Mirror, Negative  
and Rotate Label.

Clear  - Label deletion options, including deleting a single cell, 
a single label or all labels in a project. 

Setup  - Printing, display and default settings.  

Print  - Prints the current label on the label canvas. 

Next Cell  - Moves to the next cell in a layout. Shift + Next 
Cell moves to the previous cell. 

Next Label  - Moves to the next label in a multi-label project. 
Shift + Next Label moves to a previous label.

End  - Moves the cursor to the end of a field. Shift + End 
moves the cursor to the start of a field.  

Cut  - Performs a manual cut of the label supply. 

Status  - Displays all of the Lobo’s current settings.

Image Resize  - Allows an image to be resized; use the up and 
down arrows to adjust size.  

View Label  - Allows a print preview and gives control over the 
printing of multiple-label projects. 

Image Move  - Allows an image to be moved; use the four 
arrow keys to move the image.  

Direction Arrows  - Move the label canvas cursor and 
navigate control screen menus.
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NOTICE: Periodic cleaning is required for your Lobo’s operation, as adhesive 
and dust will build up during use. Clean the print head, print head shield, platen 
roller, and cutter blades with a provided cleaning swab, or with isopropyl alcohol 
and a soft cloth, after every 2-3 cartridges of supply. See your Lobo User Guide 
for details, or watch instructional videos at GraphicProducts.com/support.

BASIC LOBO FUNCTIONS
Place label content
Start typing to enter text on the label canvas. 
Press Enter to move to the next line on a label. 
Choose from types of content (symbols, barcodes, 
sequences) by pressing the relevant function key*.

Label layouts
You can choose from label layouts that have 
smaller sections called cells. There are also 
vertical layouts available. Access layout templates 
by pressing the  key.

LABEL CREATION LESSON
The following lesson will walk you through 
making a simple label, shown right. It will also 
show you how to save and print the label. 

Use the keyboard to type the word POWER. 

The font in the label above is different than the default font, so it 
must be switched. Press the Font key. Use the  key to switch 
from the VisuSans font to Triumvirate. Press Enter. 

On the next screen, use the  to select Entire Label and then 
press Enter. This applies the font change to the entire label. 

Press Enter again. This moves the cursor to the next line and 
resizes the font size of the existing text.

Press the  key on the keyboard. Use the down arrow key to scroll 
through the symbol categories. Go to the category called Arrows, then 
press Enter. Use the direction arrows to move through the symbols. 
The  is in the top row, near the middle. Select it and press Enter. 

Save the label by pressing the File key and then selecting Save. 
Type LABEL1 and press Enter. 

Print the label by pressing the  key.

Control screen 
navigation

Label canvas navigation

Moves cursor between 
content fields

Moves cursor 
inside a text field

Moves to next cell in a 
multi-cell layout

 + 
Moves to previous cell

Moves to next label in 
a multi-label project

 + 
Moves to previous label

Move up and 
down menus

Accept 
changes

Change menu 
settings

 Exit out of a 
menu, cancel 

changes

Use this card to get started using the Lobo quickly, and as a long-term user reference. See the 
complete Lobo user guide for more operating instructions and troubleshooting tips. Call Graphic 
Products at 800.788.5572 or email support@graphicproducts.com with your questions.

*The other side of this card explains how the Lobo function keys work.
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